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SafeWorks Earns ISO 9001 Certification
July 14, 2011
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SEATTLE/BRUSSELS – SafeWorks, LLC announced today that it has received ISO 9001:2008
certification for its Seattle production facility. The formal certification reflects SafeWorks’
commitment to its rigorous quality management system, continuous process improvement and to the
delivery of the highest level of quality and customer satisfaction.
ISO 9001:2008 certification is granted to organizations that adhere to international standards for
quality management that ensure the organization fulfills and achieves continual improvement of its
performance in pursuit of the customers’ requirements, applicable regulatory requirements and
enhancement of customer satisfaction.
SafeWorks manufactures hundreds of different access equipment solutions at various stages of
maturity: everything from new product development to products that have been manufactured
consistently for over 60 years. With production consumed to end-markets ranging from wind energy,
infrastructure, petrochemical, utilities, military and commercial construction, ensuring quality,
consistency, and predictability of output across all product lines is critical to our customers’
operations.
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“Earning ISO 9001 certification of our quality management system affirms the sustained effort we
have invested in building robust quality systems to create better, safer products so our customers have
a more reliable experience working at height,” states Mike Moritz, Vice President Supply Chain.
“Having performed well through extensive supplier quality audits with our Fortune 100 clients, this
independent verification of our processes confirms the quality our customers have long recognized in
our Spider, Power Climber and Power Climber Wind branded products.”
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About SafeWorks, LLC:
SafeWorks, LLC is a global leader in manufacturing and distributing powered access and safety solutions for a wide variety
of energy, infrastructure, construction and restoration industries. SafeWorks, LLC was formed in 1997 to bring together the
most trusted and experienced brands in the industry: Spider, Power Climber and Power Climber Wind that provide safe, total
access equipment solutions to a wide variety of construction related markets. Through a focused end market diversification
strategy, SafeWorks today serves customers in all energy segments, infrastructure, utilities, military installations and
commercial construction and repair, supported by an expanded global sales and support network. With innovative technology
capabilities and its worldwide sales, service and support network, SafeWorks is well-positioned for continued growth as the
market leader.
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